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1. INTRODUCTION1
The concept of mental model was first introduced in
1943 by Craik [1]. He suggested that human’s mind
creates small scale models from reality to anticipate
events. Several definitions for mental model have been
proposed in the literature. Definitions usually point out
that a mental model consists of knowledge about a
situation or a physical system that can be used to reason
about statements or predict the possible outcomes of
executing actions. One of the mostly cited functional
definitions of mental model that we use in this work is
as follows as described by Baldauf et al. [2]:
“Mental models are the mechanisms whereby
humans are able to generate descriptions of system
purpose and form, explanations of system functioning
and observed system states, and predictions of future
system states.”
It should be noted that mental models with cognitive
flavors have the capability to show up better in knowledge based applications such as multi-agent systems, web
*
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intelligence and human-computer interactions [3- 10].
Although most of the research in this area is concerned
with using mental models to enhance teamwork
performance in a specific task, the process of obtaining
the mental models and sharing them is not elaborated
enough. Also, researchers spend little effort on
analyzing the application of mental models in other
domains such as web services and their discovering and
composition. Let’s say despite the fact that some
researchers have considered the role of agents and their
organizational properties but only a few of them have
tackled the problem of conflict resolution within the
entire process of knowledge transference between
agents.
Agents can work on the provider or user side or even
in the middle of the links between providers and users.
These agents can discover or compose web services
with the help of common agent abilities like negotiation
and communication. There are several known methods
to discover and compose web service and to offer
selected web services to users. In most of them, the
agents are operating in an isolated environment with a
minimum capability for communication which makes
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cooperation almost impossible. For example, one agent
is at the user side and one agent is at the provider side
and these agents negotiate to offer service to user. We
can improve the performance of these agents if we
replace them with a multi-agent system in which each
agent tries to capture the user’s interests from a specific
point of view. It makes the system more organized and
easy to change or extend by simply adding new agents
or changing agents that are surely more cohesive than
the single agents in use before. These agents can share
their mental models to reach a compatible and complete
image of the user. This idea can also be practical for
agents who work on provider’s side. Middle agents also
can get replaced with multi-agent systems. Each agent
in these systems can have a different view of knowledge
and they can share their mental models to select more
suitable services for user’s needs.
A notable amount of work related to mental models
is about predicting a human mental model by a multiagent system. The previous behaviors of the human
which were collected by the system are analyzed periodically in order to improve the approximation of the
mental model of human stored in the system and to
suggest the person more suitable behaviors in the future.
These human assistant agents are influential in different
organizations. For example in a human–agent team,
because the computer agents can predict the human
mental model, they can work better together with
human and the teamwork performance increases.
As was stated, in most of the related works in mental
models, the agent’s mind structure is not defined. In the
other words, they assume that the mental models are
already present and they try to introduce the appropriate
algorithm to share them. These algorithms consider the
role of agents and share agents’ mental models based on
their roles. In fact, they are dependent on the role of
agents. Furthermore, all of these works don’t consider
the context as a section of mental model. In order to
rectify these shortcomings, in this paper, we want to
introduce a context-aware mental model to enable the
process of sharing them with the use of semantic
movement. Not all of the knowledge should be shared in
order to improve the performance of the entire multiagent system. Sharing the correct subset of knowledge
can be done with respect to the context. A context is
based on the task that agents should perform or the
environment they operate in. For example, in soccer
simulation, contexts can be defined based on tasks such
as attack, defense, etc. In the application of intelligent
building, contexts can be defined based on shared
environments such as rooms, halls, etc. In some other
applications, contexts can be defined with respect to
both tasks and environments.
Sharing mental models is the process of identifying
and eliminating conflicts between mental models in
different agents working together in the same context.
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Semantic movement is the process of transforming,
transferring and adapting the implicit knowledge stored
in the mental model of an agent in order to make it more
consistent with the knowledge of the group.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, a brief explanation of previous works is
presented. The section 3 discusses the agent role in
semantic web. Next section explains the context
structure and the new concept of semantic movement
are introduced in section 5. The section after that
defines the overall proposed architecture for mental
model sharing. The properties and features of this
architecture are explained in section 7 followed by the
sharing strategies and their properties. Section 8 also
explains how the sharing strategies are adapted to be
suitable for using in our architecture. The experiment
platform is introduced in the next session, after that
some practical scenarios of applying our architecture in
the experiment platform are explained in section 10 and
section 11 discusses the experimental results. Finally the
conclusion and future works are presented.
2. PREVIOUS WORK
Multi-agent systems can be one of the main tools in
composing and selecting web services. A large number
of researches in the semantic web and web service
domains use some kind of multi-agent platform to
enhance different parts of their solutions. Although in
lots of these works, they have little considerations about
issues like team working and knowledge sharing which
can potentially improve the performance of these
systems.
Hendler [11] discussed how a semantic web
infrastructure can be augmented by the help of ontology
to have more powerful agent based approaches in the
semantic web domain. The design and construction of
web services to support situational awareness is
described by Gibbins et al. [12]. It also mentioned that
some properties or known methods in multi-agent
systems like separation of message contents from
application domain can get easily applied in web
services. Coalition et al. [13] has described the web
service capabilities and properties. McIlraith and Son
[14] used agent technologies to provide generic
procedures and to customize user constraints. They
applied Golog to compose web services and specify the
sequence of them. S. Narayanan and McIlraith [15]
used semantic for web service simulation, verification
and composition. Buhler and Vidal [16] discussed the
application of agents in the web service description
tasks. An architecture to automatically connect agents
and web services is introduced by Greenwood and
Calisti [17]. In this method, web services invoke
agents’ services and agents offer appropriate
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suggestions. Maximilien and Singh [18] applied middle
agents to select appropriate web services for different
applications. Maximilien and Singh [19] implied a
dynamic service selection routine by using an agent
framework. They used agents to simulate providers and
consumers in a service configuration environment. A
context aware agent based approach for web service
composition was introduced by Maamar et al. [20].
They applied agents and context properties efficiently
to compose web services.
Another major concept according to this work is
mental models. The work related to mental models can
be categorized into two major subsets. Researches in
the first category concentrate on mental models and
share mental models. A mental model ontology is
presented in [21]. It propounds the appropriate
description for the concept of mental model. A rolebased shared mental model was introduced by Yu
Zhang [6]. A shared mental model in this paper is a
graph, representing a complete picture of the team plan
that each part of the plan is assigned to a specific role.
In this method, each agent extracts its local mental
model from the shared mental model. It is left
unmentioned how this shared mental model can be
formed. Finally, we believe that the idea of obtaining
local mental models from a shared mental model should
be reversed. In cognitive theories for shared mental
models a shared mental model should be formed from
local mental models while agents interact and
collaborate with others.
Kaivan Kamali et al. [22] proposed multi-part
proactive communication method. This kind of
communication was used as a base for creating a shared
mental model between agents in the system. Daniel
Fuller et al. [10] introduced shared mental model for
improvisational performance. It is claimed that this
model can show good performance under situations
where users show unpredictable behaviors. Conflicts
between mental models are detected by cognitive
divergence. Resolving conflicts are done by cognitive
convergence.
Schmitt et al. [23] introduced a framework for the
engineering of context aware systems. It discussed that
context awareness is relevant to ambient intelligent
systems in order to provide adequate services for
current situation and their users to improve satisfying
interaction with systems. This framework determines
user’s mental model and the manner that they build,
refine, change and discard it. In other words, it presents
a framework for context-aware systems and in this
framework it determines user’s mental model. But this
work doesn’t consider mental model’s structure and
sharing algorithm to form shared mental model while
we introduce a context-aware architecture for agents’
mental model and describe a method to share them.
CAST is a team model for predicting others

information requirements and proactive information
sharing between agents or humans in the system. It is
based on a Petri-net model that contains information
about agents’ responsibilities and the team’s current
status. John Yen et al. [7] added a decision making
component to CAST which optimizes the proactive
information sharing behavior by deciding when others
need particular information or by summarizing
information before sending it to others. Phillips et al.
[24] considered mental model of robots and figure on
elements that influence it.
In the second category related to mental models,
Brigitte Burgemeestre et al. [25], Xiaocong Fan et al.
[8- 9] and Kennedy et al. [26] considered the problem
of making agents that can work with humans. In teams
with both humans and artificial agents, two categories
are formed. Agents can represent or simulate a human
or agents can be as teammates for humans. In both
categories, it is desirable that agents collect information
about humans’ mental models in order to better cope
with them.
3. WEB SERVICE, MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
Multi-agent systems have lots of applications in
semantic web and web services domains. In this section,
few of these applications are named and explained
briefly. There are lots of organizations with a number of
departments that each of them has a web application for
its own. These web applications usually work on
contents that are either stored locally or are stored on
the side of another department’s web application. Multiagent systems can work on connecting different web
applications for different departments. For example,
Hendler [11] used this method to find possible ways for
satisfying user needs and suggesting them to the users.
The process of using a web service can be seen as an
agent that advertises its functionalities and other agents
requesting those available services from the serving
agent [16]. Using different ontologies for communication on the provider side and the user side, makes using
of the services hard or impossible [27]. An agent can
also be embedded in a provider or user of a web service.
Middle agents are also playing an important role in
managing and enhancing web service structure [28].
Web services are passive. They are only waiting for
a request to receive and provide the service. Using
agents inside a web service provider can add proactive
behaviors to the previously simple passive web service.
For example, an agent inside a web service can
proactively monitor other possible web services to track
any changes in their status or API and analyze these
changes to make an approximation of the shift in users’
interests. It can finally help web service providers to
adapt their system according to users’ needs. The agent
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inside a web service provider also enables the web
services to form a team and provide service with better
quality [26].
The main challenge of selecting the right web
service for a user with special needs is still under
investigation by researchers in the field of Semantic
Web. Multi-agent systems, if used properly can be the
perfect tool for this task. Different agents in the system
are responsible for modeling different interests of the
individuals. They should merge their models to create a
consistent complete model of the user. This process can
be done with mental model sharing introduced in this
work.
Middle agents in a web service environment are
responsible for discovering and composing possible web
services based on user’s needs. Just like multi-agent
systems operating in a provider or user side, the agents
in the middle can form a multi-agent system.
Connecting these middle agents can significantly
improve their performance.
There may be lots of other applications of multiagent systems in the semantic web and web service
domains. We only highlighted some main ideas
according to this approach. In almost all of these ideas,
enabling agents in the system with the capability of
mental model sharing may improve the selection and
composition of services leading to more users’
satisfaction.
4. CONTEXT STRUCTURE
There are two major trends in multi-agent research,
context-aware and context-free systems. The work
related to context-aware system can be categorized into
two classes. The first class has concentrated on basic
issues in this trend and its properties like reports by
Baldauf et al. [2], Hong et al. [29], Payton [30] and
several other researchers, while the second has
investigated the usage of properties of context-aware
systems in other applications especially in services like
Arabshian and Schulzrinne [31], Sadeh et al. [32],
Hattori et al. [33] and several other researchers.
Common architecture principles of context-aware
systems are introduced by Baldauf et al. [2]. It
recommends a layered conceptual design framework to
explain elements of context-aware architecture. Hong et
al. [29] suggested a new classification framework of
context-aware systems based on the architecture and
explored its features. J. Payton [30] introduced a new
context-aware system that aimed to reduce the
programming efforts by hiding the details of agent
coordination in the process of producing the contextaware system. H. J. Lee et al. [34] described the overall
architecture of an agent based context-aware system and
used it for generating high level context to the
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application and services. A multi-agent based
architecture for context-aware system was presented by
Chun-Dong and Xiu-Feng [35]. The architecture here is
based on multi-agent systems and the concept of role,
which is used to assign responsibilities to agents. Lim et
al. [37- 38] investigated the effectiveness of some types
of explanations with the goal of increasing user trust
and acceptance of context-aware systems. They
introduced ten question type and studied users’
understanding of the system.
Another view of context-aware systems, is applying
context to other applications in order to improve their
performance. Arabshian and Schulzrinne [31]
introduced a distributed context-aware service discovery
by using context ontology and recording context history.
An agent-based environment for context-aware mobile
services was presented by Sadeh et al. [32] such that it
had a set of ontologies for describing personal
resources, contextual attributes, user preferences and
web services. Hattori et al. [33] used a context
reasoning agent for automatic recognition of data and
events by realization of environment and user context.
Kwon et al. [39] proposed a proactive need
identification mechanism for a personalized reminder
system that identified the user’s current needs based on
user’s current context. A framework that is composed of
a set of policy based agents for providing a contextaware mobile working environment has been introduced
by Harroud and Karmouch [40]. Agents’ policies get
updated to new policies based on the current context.
Burkle et al. [41] presented an agent based architecture
that aimed to help the collaboration of context-aware
services.
In this paper we used the properties of context-aware
systems in order to improve our mental architecture and
sharing strategy. We improvise context as a layer in our
architecture to benefit from its advantages. Section 6.1
explains this layer.
5. NEW CONCEPT OF SEMANTIC MOVEMENT
The existing approaches for mental model sharing are
such that they mostly rely on the role of agents (with
regard to their assigned tasks) with no particular
attention to the very least requirements which are
necessary to reach a collective commitment. This leads
to deferring any sort of convergence with regard to the
desired process. Let’s say much amount of time and cost
maybe spend on resolving irrelevant kinds of
inconsistencies or conflicts between the participating
agents which are not of particular sense to the desired
context. To circumvent this problem, a context-aware
architecture is required that can be able to respond to
mental model sharing only at the stages where conflicts
under study are relevant to the current context.
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Figure 1. (a) The agents’ mental models, (b) The projection process, (c) Projected mental models before conflict resolution and convergence, (d) Projected mental models without destructive conflict

This leads to a promising saving in time and cost
essential to sharing process.
To achieve this, in this paper we introduce the
concept of semantic movement according to which the
propositions belonging to agents’ beliefs are changed in
such a way that they may finally end up with optimal
positions for which no further conflict may be seen
between the mental models of the participating agents.
The configuration to be obtained under such conditions
can be regarded as a safe zone within which no further
conflict would be expected between the agents’ mental
models for the corresponding context. Taking this point
into account, one may expect the agents to communicate
safely with each other as far as no change has accrued
with regard to the problem context. Figure 1 shows
schematic representation for semantic movement of the
agents’ mental models.
Such an approach to partial checking of conflicts
between agents has the ability to realize time efficient
sharing for real time tasks such as soccer agents. The
proposed procedure for semantic movement is:
While (true)
If (sharing time)
Select suitable method to mask agents’
mental models
Project each agent’s mental model by
selected method
While (if exist any destructive conflict in
projected mental models)
Resolve detected conflicts

End
End
Else
.
.
.
End
End
6. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
In this paper, we propose an architecture for a single
agent that provides the agent with a shareable mental
model. This mental model is designed in a way that
significantly improves the sharing procedure in a
context-aware multi-agent system. Also, it is capable of
storing any kind of knowledge including knowledge
about the facts, rules, procedures, strategies, team plans,
etc. In this section, we want to describe this architecture.
This architecture is built with three layers called
“context layer”, “agent layer” and “mental model
layer”. It also has a cross layer part named
“background” that is accessible from all three layers. In
Figure 2 a simple schema is shown for architecture.
6. 1. Context Layer The top layer of architecture is
the context layer. All possible contexts that the system
can work in are defined here. When agents sense the
surrounding environment, they might derive new facts
about it. The context layer gets these facts as inputs.
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Also, this layer has a set of rules for context selection.
These rules fire according to perceived facts that agents
believe them. A context is defined as a subset of
properties that can be saved in the mental model. Since
we use this architecture to share agents’ mental models,
this definition is appropriate to clarify which property
belongs to which context and specify active context.
With this definition, a context is basically defined by
a criteria function, deciding which fields of the mental
model are important for reasoning or sharing in that
context and which fields are not. Indeed, the output of
this layer is the masks that specify which fields are
relevant to which context. This layer determines the
active contexts and their masks and passes them to
agent layer. While working in a context, only the fields
relevant to that context are available to processes like
reasoning or sharing. This clearly simplifies these
processes because they have to deal with smaller size
mental models. Properties of context and selection rules
are determined by domain experts now, but
automatically specifying this properties and rules is the
next step of our work.
Context layer is the only layer among others that has
some information about the whole domain of the
problem rather than individual agents. All agents in the
system are sharing this layer. This implies that the
definition of contexts is shared between all agents in the
system and there is no agent with individual opinion
about contexts.
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One of the main features of this layer is the
flexibility of defining new contexts or editing
previously defined ones whenever needed. This model
doesn’t restrict the definition of contexts to be fixed
before the execution of the system and with a good
implementation of this model contexts can change at
run-time. Another feature of this layer is that, contexts
can have shared properties. With shared properties, one
can model the changes that might occur in other
contexts while the system is working in the active
context. The more shared properties two contexts have,
the more it is possible that working in one of them
changes the mental model state in the other one.
6. 2. Agent Layer
The second layer in our
architecture is the agent layer. Every agent in the system
has a record in this layer. A record is simply an instance
of the mental model schema defined for agents. The
mental model schema contains all attributes of all
contexts with the lowest level of abstraction. This
enables the mental model to get refined to the
appropriate mental model for the active context with the
selected level of abstraction by applying generalization
/specification defined in the background layer and
context projection mechanisms defined in the context
layer. To move the mental model to a higher level of
abstraction, it is needed to aggregate data in the lower
level to compute values of higher level properties of
mental model.

Figure 2. Our proposed architecture for mental model sharing
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The masks of active context are passed to this layer
as input. The agent layer contains a set of data structure
that show mental model of agents in the system. Indeed,
this layer contains the metaphor of each agent. It should
be pointed out that this conceptual grouping of data in a
single layer does not imply that storing them should also
be centralized. In fact, this layer is an intermediate layer
and is used to manage agents in the system. In other
words this layer is responsible for managing the specific
properties of agents, arrival of new agents, exit of
existing agents and etc. Each agent’s metaphor in this
layer has been linked to agent’s data structures in
mental model layer and in that layer every agent should
store and update its own mental model and it is
responsible for the processing needed for moving the
mental model to a different level of abstraction and for
masking it with a different context.
The number of fields and the specific type of data
for each field are application dependent so the designer
of the system should also design the mental model
suitable for that application. It is worthy to mention that
the model does not put any restrictions on the number
and the types of fields.
6. 3. Mental Model Layer The lowest layer of our
architecture is the mental model layer. In this layer each
agent has a history of mental model changes for each
context it has worked in. All of the properties in agents
and their values over time are stored in this layer. This
layer receive projected mental model as input from
agent layer. Then, agents sense the environment and
store perceived value in the pertaining data structure.
These values use to infer high level information and to
detect harmful conflicts. Indeed the output of this layer
is the knowledge that results in an action or a conflict
with other agents. Storing the whole history from the
time of the system startup can be unrealistic in some
applications because of storage capacity limitations and
restrict ions in analyze or retrieval time of the system.
To put an upper bound on the size of history kept for
each agent we defined a window. Each snapshot of the
mental model that is outside of this window is getting
thrown away from this layer. The window size is a
parameter that the designer of the system should tune
and our architecture doesn’t put any limitations on it. It
is important to note that working in a context does not
push out the history of other contexts and it only
changes the history of the active context. Each agent is
responsible for storing and updating its own layer of
mental models and the grouping of these histories of
mental models are only conceptual and not physical.
Each agent can refer to its history in the mental
model layer in order to analyze its trend of semantic
movement. Any kind of data mining techniques can be
done on the mental models in this layer and the results
can be used in adjusting agent’s behaviors. It may also

provide training data for a learning algorithm like
reinforcement learning or case-based learning.
Designers of the systems using our architecture can
implement their own algorithms for using the mental
model layer, but in the architecture it is mainly used as a
source of data for analyzing and adjusting semantic
movement strategies.
6. 4. Background Background is another shared part
of the architecture like context layer. It is placed in the
model to describe the knowledge that agents might
have. It can be described as a shared ontology that
defines the hierarchy of abstraction levels, the name and
meaning and relation of properties in the mental model,
the methods for aggregating data to generate higher
level abstractions of mental model and the semantic
movement strategies that one agent might use. The
background part contains the information about
relations between entities and one of the relations
especially important in our work is generalization/
specification relation. This kind of relation can be used
to switch the level of abstraction of the mental models
between different levels. Higher levels of abstraction
make the mental models to filter unnecessary fields or
aggregate detailed fields to be in a more general and
compact state. Lower levels of abstraction result in
more detailed mental models. Working on the correct
level of abstraction can help the reasoning and sharing
mechanisms to work efficiently and as agile as possible.
As an example, consider our experiment environment,
the wumpus word introduced in section 9. In this
environment, the sense of breeze and glow at a cell can
be the sign of hole at neighbor cells. This that breeze
and glow must have a relation with the concept of hole
in the background.
The knowledge stored in this part is application
dependent, so it is the designer’s duty to properly define
the background part so that it correctly reflects the
properties of the domain of interest and gives the system
the ability of working in different levels of abstraction.
Also, this part provides three other layers with all
information that each agent may require. In other words
this information is output of this layer.
7. PROPERTIES OF ARCHITECTURE
We can classify main properties of architecture in four
categories:
1. The properties that context layer add to system
2. The advantages of background
3. Hierarchical structure of mental model
4. The properties of history in mental model layer
7. 1. Being Context Aware Being context-aware is a
property of the agents using our architecture. In lots of
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applications, it is desirable that agents perform tasks in
different contexts simultaneously. In real-world applications like intelligent buildings or complicated control
systems, each agent should consider several aspects of
the environment in order to successfully make a plan for
its work. While acting in a context, the reasoning
process should only act on beliefs and knowledge
relevant to that context. In other words, mental models
should get projected based on the current context to rule
out unnecessary information about other contexts.
Another important effect of using a context-aware architecture is that it boosts the sharing process by filtering
possible non relevant conflicts that agents might have
that have no effect on the active context of both agents.
While being context-aware is beneficial, it also proposes
its own set of problems. For example, it is necessary to
have a method for identifying the current working
context of other agents in the system. The problem of
identifying the active context for each agent is
simplified in this work with the synchronized change in
context for all participating agents.
7. 2. Advantages of Background Another important
property of our architecture is that is provides the
system with a shared ontology. This ontology represents
the hierarchical structure of knowledge in all contexts
together along with the information about conflicting
values. It is vital to have a shared ontology between
agents who want to share their mental models because it
makes them possible to understand and use others’
knowledge. It also helps in the conflict detection phase,
because an agent can refer to this ontology to judge
about presence of conflict between its mental model and
others. It also helps agents to narrow down to the root of
a conflict by moving down in the hierarchy of abstraction levels in shared ontology. This can help in conflict
resolution by isolating and pinning down the root of
conflict in mental models of agents.
7. 3. Hierarchical Structure
Our architecture is
capable of showing mental models in a hierarchical
way. This can help agents to store their mental model in
different levels of abstraction, enabling them to operate
on the appropriate level of abstraction that fits the best
for the active task. Omitting unnecessary details while
reasoning, can significantly reduce the running time and
help to reach the desired goals faster. Another beneficial
property of hierarchical mental models is that conflict
detection can be done in a systematical manner, by
starting from the most abstract level of mental model
and narrowing down in the conflicting parts in order to
find the cause of conflicts in lower levels and finally
resolution of them in the lowest possible level.
7. 4. History
Our architecture also incorporates a
history of mental models that saves the recent changes
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in different contexts. A recent history of the changes in
mental model can show the semantic movement of
agents in the near past. An agent can periodically
evaluate its performance to decide whether its semantic
movement policy is efficient or not. An agent can
determine its trend of semantic movement by analyzing
its history of mental model changes. Based on the
current performance and the current semantic movement
strategy, an agent can decide whether a change in the
strategy is needed in order to improve its performance.
8. SHARING STRATEGY
In lots of applications that embody mechanisms like
teamwork or negotiations, the sharing process
introduced in this section can be done prior to any other
step. Even it can help in the task of dynamic team
formation in which agents are reasoning about the team
and are deciding about the formation of the team. There
are several issues one should take into account when
he/she wants to use the proposed architecture. Issues
like when to share the mental models and who has to
participate in the sharing process are the most important
decisions that should be made by taking into account the
inherent properties of the application domain. It is worth
mentioning that two basic but effective methods for
deciding when the sharing is effective are, using a timer
or delegating an agent to decide about sharing time by
monitoring a performance measurement and see when it
gets below a threshold.
The sharing strategy has three stages, conflict detection, mental model sharing and conflict resolution. To
keep the model general enough, the conflict detection
criteria should be defined by the application domain
expert. To show that conflict detection is purely domain
dependent the following example can be mentioned.
Imagine that several agents are responsible to monitor
vital signs of a patient. One might report the
temperature of a patient is 37°C and the other senses it
as 38°C. This is clearly a conflict in this domain. Now
imagine another task involving the control of the room
temperature. One controller thinks the room temperature
is 20°C and another one thinks it is 21°C. In the domain
of room temperature this difference can be safely
ignored so it is not a conflict. The conflict detection
criteria is a function that accepts two values of the same
property and returns a Boolean value showing that if a
conflict exists between these values or not.
To share the mental models, context layer and
background structure should be used. Context structure
is used in two ways. The first usage is to determine
which conflicting agents should anticipate in the sharing
process. Each agent in the system has an active context
at each time interval. The agent can switch its context
but it can’t work in different contexts at the same time.
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After conflict detection, if the conflicting agents are
working in the same context they should share their
mental models. Also, if the agents are in different
contexts, the domain expert should provide a suitable
guideline for the system, to decide whether sharing
should be done between the agents in those contexts or
not. The second usage of context layer in the sharing
process is that context provides a mask for the mental
models which are about to get shared. Each agent
should only send the part of its mental model which is
relevant to its active context. When the agents are
working in different contexts, the masked mental
models don’t have the same properties. The agents in
this situation receive masked mental models of other
agents in different contexts and use the whole masked
received mental models and not only the parts related to
its own context for reasoning.
The main application of background structure in the
conflict detection phase is to work on the correct level
of abstraction for sharing mental models. It starts with
the highest level of abstraction and each conflicting
agent is giving out its masked mental model in the
highest abstraction level. The masked mental models are
then analyzed for conflict detection. If there is any
conflict between values of some fields, the agents
should move down in the abstraction level by one step
with the help of background structure. It is worth
mentioning that each field is related to the contexts
when it has a child field related to those contexts or if it
is a leaf field and the domain expert assigned it to the
proper contexts. This structure of the background part
implies that moving down in the abstraction level to
find the desired fields needs to get coupled with context
projection by the active context because all of the
children fields may not be relevant to the active context.
The children fields are then analyzed to find conflicts
between them and the moving down in the abstraction
level continues for only conflicting fields until the root
of the conflict gets detected.
The final stage of the sharing strategy is conflict
resolution. There have been several proposed models for
this task, but they are mainly discussed in the human
communication domains. We selected a model called
Interest, Right, Power introduced by Furlong [42] for
conflict resolution. This model has three layers. The
innermost layer is the interest layer. The process of
conflict resolution in this layer, concerns interests or
desires and fears of the participants. Agents should
begin the conflict resolution step, trying to resolve all
they can in this layer. The outcome of this step if it
results in a resolution of conflicts is a win/win situation.
Each one of the participants, gain at least a portion of
his/her interests. Some methods according to this layer
are distributed problem solving, mediation and
brainstorming.
If agents can’t find a way to agree upon a point that

resolves their conflicts, it is time to move to the upper
level which is the Rights level. The main part of this
layer is that it takes into account the rights and laws of
the participants and it usually involves a superior role
which decides about whose rights should get delegitimized. Some proposed types of rights that should
be considered here are laws, statues, conventions, past
practices, policies and contracts. Because of the
superiority nature of the decider role, the conflict
resolution in this layers ends in favor of a party and the
other party loses, so it makes a win/loss situation at the
end. Some examples of processes in this layer are
litigation, tribunal decisions and neutral evaluations.
In the highest layer, participants try to convince
others by force. Usually all parties use all possible
resources at their disposal to act on a way to make other
parties lose. Because of the competitive nature of this
layer, each party in this task tries to sacrifice some of
his/her interest in order not to lose most of the interests.
This makes it to generate a lose/lose situation. Parties
try to minimize their loss by forcing the other parties to
lose more. Some examples according to this layer are
threatening, intimidation, physical force and strikes.
The conflict resolution method that we used in this
method was inspired from the interest/right/power
(I/R/P) framework. Some conflicts can resolve in the
interest layer when in the middle of sharing mental
model step, some missing or unknown values are
getting filled that makes the agent to change its mind
after receiving this new type of data which was
unknown before. This is a win/win situation because all
agents involved in the sharing process gain a little more
perspective from the world or other members of the
team, and the conflict gets resolved as a side effect of
the sharing stage. This can get mapped to the interest
layer of the I/R/P framework.
There are some situations that after moving down
the background hierarchy to its deepest level, the
conflicts still exist. This is the time to move to the next
layer, Rights layer. The method we used to mimic the
properties of rights layer is based on the judgments of a
superior agent called coach. The coach agent has some
judgment principles that are application sensitive. It
asks for the projected mental models according to the
active context of parties and evaluates each one of them
with respect to its principles.
The power layer introduced in I/R/P framework is
not applicable in our architecture because it is referring
to a situation that is meaningful in human’s societies
where people use their power to dominate other possibly
weak persons. Figure 3 presents the sharing process that
empowered with semantic movement.
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9. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT

Figure 3. Sharing strategy empowered with semantic
movement

Figure 4. A sample situation in test environment

We need a complex multi-agent environment with
multiple contexts in which data and information sharing
is possible and beneficial. In lots of domains in multiagent systems, using a form of data sharing strategy is
essential. In some domains with complex environments
and limited sensing powers for agents, each agent needs
to have a complete and updated knowledge about the
world and about the situation of other agents. Making a
complete and updated world model only pays off the
efforts of creating it by intensive communication
between agents, when it is coupled with a method to use
this world model for coordination and cooperation and
generally acting on the environment. The issues of
action selection, coordination and cooperation and all
other action related problems are not in the domain of
this research. We only presented an architecture for
sharing mental models and resolving possible conflicts,
and no action execution is involved in our model. The
experiment environment should be limited to gathering
data and then sharing mental models. We worked on a
test bench to practically imple- ment and use our
architecture for sharing mental models. This test bench
has lots of uncertainties that make the need of data
sharing for agents to correctly reason about the state of
the environment. It also has different contexts and
mental models are projected and shared in each of the
contexts.
The experiment environment we developed is a
multi-context version of the famous wumpus world
game but we changed it in different ways. There are
four types of individuals in this game. The first type of
individual is the agent. The agents are the ones who can
move in the map and sense four different senses that are
smells, glows, breezes and sounds. The other individual
is a wumpus that eats the agents if they move in their
cell. They also make their adjacent cells to smell and
sound. The next item in the map is a hole. When there is
a hole in a cell it kills all agents that move inside that
cell. It also makes the neighbor cells to have a glow and
breeze. Some cells also contain gold pieces. When an
agent moves in a cell with gold, it is rewarded by taking
that gold for itself. Gold in a cell makes the adjacent
cells to have sound and glow in them.
To make the test environment suitable for sharing
purposes we decided to have three types of agents in a
way that they need to share their knowledge about the
world map to make a clear and unambiguous world
model. A type of agent has the ability to sense smells
and glows. The other one senses breezes and smells, and
the last one senses breezes and hears sounds. In this
environment with no sharing a single agent can’t be sure
about the state of a cell whether it has a wumpus in it or
it is a hole or it has gold. But if they share their mental
models each of them can reason with more confidence
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about the situation of a cell. We also made the sensing
of agent faulty so that with a configurable probability an
agent can’t sense correctly. For example a hearing agent
in a fraction of times can’t hear anything although there
is a sound in that cell.
When an agent moves in a cell it tries to sense the
environment based on its sensing capabilities. If an
agent doesn’t have the sensing power for some features
of the environment it assumes that it doesn’t know
about that feature. If it has the sensing power for that
feature and can’t sense the presence of that feature it
assumes that the feature is not present in that cell and
finally if it can sense that feature it assumes that it is
present. Although with the faulty sensors for agents the
last two possibilities are not always trustable and in fact
an agent can be wrong about a feature that has the
capability of sensing it.
10. SAMPLE EXPERIMENT SCENARIOS
To show how the architecture for sharing mental models
can help the agents to make a rather complete and
accurate model of the game map we used our
architecture in a few scenarios. In Figure 4, we have a
wumpus and three agents around it. The neighbor cells
are smelly and noisy and the three agents have sensors
for breeze and glow detection and smelling and hearing.
In this particular snapshot of the world, one agent senses
that there is a sound in its cell. The other agent senses
that there is a smell in its cell and the last agent senses
that there is no breeze in its cell. Without any mental
model sharing, the agent who hears a sound can only
reason that there is a gold or wumpus in one or more
cells of the eight adjacent cells. By sharing mental
models between three agents in the Figure 4 each agent
knows that the surrounding cells of the wumpus cell
have sound and smell. This implies that the cell in the
center probably has a wumpus in it according to the
neighbor cells and the shared information of the agents.
In Figure 5 a situation is shown that agents might reason
something incorrect even after the sharing of mental
models. The cells around the wumpus are smelly and
noisy. The cells around the hole are windy and shiny.
And the cells in the middle that are highlighted are
smelly, shiny, windy and noisy at the same time. Now
imagine that we have an agent with sensor for glow
detection and hearing agent in the highlighted area.
After sharing, they probably guess that one of the
neighbor cells have a gold piece in it. The reason is that
there is no information about the presence of smell in
these cells because there is no agent in that area that can
sense the smell. This example shows that although
mental model sharing can help in generating a more
accurate map of the world, it is not always enough if
there is some information missing.

Figure 5. A sample misleading scenario

In Figure 6 a situation is shown that shows the
importance of navigation time in the accuracy of the
generated map. The more we give time to the agents to
move around the map, the more they consider a
situation when there are only three agents in the map
(the agents are that bolder). They sense glow and sound
in their cells and their neighbors are gathered and they
can decide about the possibility of the presence of
different entities with more confidence. After sharing
they probably guess that there is a hole in the highlighted cell at the center which is wrong. Now reconsider the example with the fourth agent (the brighter
agent) contributing to the sharing process. The fourth
agent doesn’t sense any wind or glow. This, rules out
the possibility of having a hole in the highlighted area.
It is trivial that by giving time to agents to move around
the map, the more knowledge about cells and their
neighbors are gathered and they can decide about the
possibility of the presence of different entities with
more confidence.

11. RESULT
Test environment was introduced in the last section. The
agents in this environment operate in two steps. In the
first step, they move around in the map and collect
sensory data for each visited cell. In the second step,
they share their information about the map to resolve
the destructive conflicts. In data gathering step, each
agent can either silently move (no sharing strategy) and
collect sensory data or ask other agents for
complementary information (sharing strategy) about
suspicious cells. In the sharing step, the agents can
behave in 3 different ways. The first option is to use our
propounded architecture to share the mental models and
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resolve conflicts with only the agents that it has
destructive conflicts with, in that context (partial sharing
strategy). Another option for agents is to use our
architecture and share their mental models with all other
agents in the system (complete sharing strategy). The
last option is that the agents don’t share their
information with each other and only a simple voting
mechanism is applied for deciding the final state of each
cell (no sharing strategy). There are five different
scenarios with different strategies for the two steps.
These five scenarios are:
1. Scenario-n-p: in this scenario our agents collect data
without communication in first step (no-sharing
strategy) and use our mental model and algorithm in
second step (partial sharing strategy). This scenario
presents capabilities of our model and sharing
algorithm.
2. Scenario-n-c: in this scenario our agents don’t
communicate with each other in first step (no
sharing strategy) but in second step they use
complete sharing strategy to share their mental
models. This scenario shows best performance in
this environment since our agents have complete and
compatible knowledge.
3. Scenario-n-n: in this scenario agents don’t have any
communication in both steps.
4. Scenario-s-p: this scenario use sharing strategy to
move around the map in the first step and partial
sharing strategy to share their mental models in the
second step.
5. Scenario-s-n: in this scenario agents use sharing
strategy in first step but agents do not share their
mental models in the second step.

Figure 6. A sample scenario with conflicts
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Agents try to participate in guessing the right game
map and this map is compared with the world map in
the game. In those scenarios that agents share their
mental models in the second step, agents use the
proposed sharing strategy to reach agreement and select
appropriate state for cells. But in other scenarios, a
broker agent is used to poll the opinion of agents for
each cell’s state. An agent has no opinion about a cell’s
state if and only if the calculated probability of cell’s
state for each state is below a threshold. The system
can’t have any opinion about the state of a cell if and
only if no agent has any opinion about that cell’s state.
We use three measurements to compare these scenarios,
recall, precision and total message length. Recall is the
fraction of cells that are not unknown over the number
of cells in the world map. Precision is the fraction of
cells that are predicted correctly over of the number of
predicted cells. Total message length is the sum of all
message lengths that are passed between agents in the
game.
Figure 7 presents the precision of five scenarios and
their comparison. Vertical axis represents precision and
horizontal axis represents the time of movement in
environment. As Figure 7 suggests, the precision of our
proposed method (scenario-n-p) in the 0.002 second
time step is about 89% and the performance of the
scenario with the complete information sharing
(scenario-n-c) is about 89.3%. All other methods have
noticeable lower precision than these two methods. As
the time passes to 50 seconds, scenario-n-p and
scenario-n-c both have 94% precision and other
methods have precisions lower than 90%. Since agents
only make a decision about a cell’s state if they have a
strong confidence in their answers, the precision of all
scenarios are acceptable. Since the calculated
probability of the cells’ state in scenario-n-n for all cells
is under the assigned threshold, precision in this
scenario is 0. That’s because agents don’t share any
information so they don’t have sufficient information
for deciding the state of the cells. Scenario-n-c has the
highest precision in guessing cells’ states because the
agents in this scenario have complete and compatible
knowledge about cells. The next best method after
scenario-n-c is our introduced method (scenario-n-p). In
scenario-n-c, all agents share their information about
every cell that they don’t agree upon its state to resolve
any possible conflicts. In our method (scenario n-p) the
agents try to share their information about the cells that
they don’t agree upon their state (destructive conflicts).
Also in our method, only the agents that have different
opinions about a cell’s state are participating in the
sharing process but in the best scenario all agents take a
part in the sharing process. Between scenario-s-p and
scenario-s-n, the higher precision of scenario-s-p is due
to the sharing of mental models in the step 2 of the work
in scenario-s-p.
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In scenario-s-n agents share their information only in
data gathering step. The time needed for sharing is taken
from the overall time for data gathering step so agents
have less time for moving around the game map and in
map prediction step, they don’t share their mental
model. In scenario-s-p agents share their information in
both of the steps. Since agents share information in data
gathering step, they have less time for moving around
the map and gathering sensory data. Due to less
gathered data in scenario-s-p in comparison with
scenario-n-p, the performance of scenario-n-p is better.
The recall of the answers in each scenario is
presented in Figure 8. In this figure, vertical axis
represents recall and horizontal axis represents the time
of movement in environment (duration of data gathering
step). In the first time step the recall of scenario-n-p is
about 84% which is 9% lower than the scenario-n-c.
The other two scenarios have much less recall in this
time step (31% and 0%). In 0.1 second data gathering
time the scenario-n-p and scenario-n-c have a recall of
nearly 100%, but the scenario-s-p’s recall is about 76%
and the scenario-s-n has a recall of about 5% and the
scenario-n-n has 0% recall. Scenario-s-p reaches to the
recall of 100% in the 10 seconds data gathering time
and scenario-s-n’s recall is 90% in 50 seconds data
gathering time. Scenario-n-c has highest recall as well
as the highest precision. As mentioned before recall is
the number of predicted cells over the number of cells in
the map. Therefore, if the number of predicted cells in
one scenario gets more, recall is increased. The
prediction of a cell’s state is based on the information
that agents gathered and received during sharing
process. In scenario-n-c agents have the most
information about the map because of the complete
information sharing in map prediction step. That is why
this scenario has the best recall among other scenarios.
Scenario-s-n is not good at recall because it misses a
notable amount of time for gathering data and it also
bypasses the mental model sharing process. Our
proposed method (scenario-n-p) outperforms scenario-sp according to recall. Because the sharing of the mental
models done in the scenario-s-p takes the time for
moving around the map and gathering data.
Figure 9 shows the multiplication of precision and
recall for each scenario. This figure shows the percent
of cells that was predicted correctly. As expected,
scenario n-c has the best result and our method is
standing in the second place with a very little difference
from the best scenario.
Figure 10 presents the total number of bytes in the
messages passed between agents in all scenarios. As it is
easily noticeable, the scenario-n-c has the highest
number of bytes in its communication messages and the
difference between this scenario and others is huge
especially in 0.002 second time step. Scenario-n-c
transfers a total number of nearly 1,304,000 bytes and

the scenario-n-p transfers 176,000 bytes for sharing
purposes. This huge difference is the result of sharing
all gathered information between all agents in the
scenario-n-c and the directed, optimized sharing done in
scenarios with partial sharing like our method (scenario
n-p). Although we didn’t take into account the effect of

Figure 7. Precision of five scenarios

Figure 8. Recall of answer in each scenario

Figure 9. The multiplication of precision and recall for each
scenario
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Figure 10. the total number of bytes in the messages passed
between agents in all scenarios

communication time and cost on our test environment,
but in real applications it has a very important effect on
the effectiveness of the system. In lots of domains,
communication is a slow, resource consuming task and
should be used wisely in order to keep the performance
of the system at its peak. Using it unwisely may even
result in network congestion. Our method tries to
optimize the use of communication facilities by
applying the partial sharing strategy. It is nearly as good
as the complete sharing strategy according to precision
and recall but with very less message lengths.
12. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new three layered architecture for
sharing mental models has been introduced. This
architecture is specially designed to help multi-agent
system designers to add sharing capabilities between
agents in their systems. It also embodies a new sharing
strategy that can detect and resolve any harmful conflicts between mental models. This sharing strategy is
based on contexts’ information and a shared ontology
called background.
We have applied our architecture on a complex test
environment that no agent can perform well individually
and without sharing. We equipped our agents with a
context aware architecture and applying sharing strategy
empowered with semantic movement. Comparing our
proposed scenario with other sharing methods, the
results were promising. The result of our method is
close to original map while the total messages passed
between agents are optimized.
Our sharing method is dependent on information in
context layer and background layer. Therefore, any
incompetency in these layers affects the sharing
accuracy. Moreover, another limitation of our method is
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the existence of right layer in conflict resolution step.
We use a superior agent in this layer to judge between
conflicting agents if it is necessary. In ad hoc teams
with large number of agents, this superior agent can
become a bottleneck. One solution is to cluster agents
based on mental or physical neighborhood and use a
superior agent for each cluster.
We believe that our architecture can also perform
well in application domains that have real-time
constraints. That is because our architecture uses
projected mental models according to the current context which makes other steps like reasoning, planning
and decision making faster than before.
This work can be improved by adding learning
mechanisms for automatic context formation or
background information therefore a domain expert is
not needed anymore. Also, our sharing strategy can be
augmented with trust related methods to enable agents
to treat agents differently.
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ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﺎت اﺧﯿﺮ در ﺳﯿﺴﺘﻢﻫﺎي ﭼﻨﺪ ﻋﺎﻣﻠﻪ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ وﯾﮋهاي را ﺑﻪ اﻟﮕﻮي ﻃﺮاﺣﯽ ﻋﺎﻣﻞﻫﺎي ﻫﻮﺷﻤﻨﺪ ﺑﺎ اﺳﺘﻔﺎده از ﻣﻔﻬﻮمﻫﺎي اﻟﻬﺎم
ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷﺪه از اﻧﺴﺎنﻫﺎ داﺷﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ .ﯾﮑﯽ از ﻣﻔﻬﻮمﻫﺎي ﺷﻨﺎﺧﺘﯽ ﻣﻬﻤﯽ ﮐﻪ در ﺑﺴﯿﺎري از روشﻫﺎي اﺧﯿﺮ در ﺳﯿﺴﺘﻢﻫﺎي ﭼﻨﺪ
ﻋﺎﻣﻠﻪ ﻧﻘﺶ ﻣﺤﻮري اﯾﻔﺎ ﻣﯽﮐﻨﺪ،ﻣﻔﻬﻮم ﻣﺪل ذﻫﻨﯽ ﻣﺸﺘﺮك اﺳﺖ .در اﯾﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﻣﺎ ﯾﮏ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري ﺑﺮاي اﺷـﺘﺮاك ﻣـﺪل ذﻫﻨـﯽ
ﻋﺎﻣﻞﻫﺎ ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس ﯾﮏ ﻣﻔﻬﻮم ﺟﺪﯾﺪ ﺑﺎ ﻋﻨﻮان ﺣﺮﮐﺖ ﻣﻌﻨﺎﯾﯽ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﯽ ﻣﯽﮐﻨﯿﻢ .اﯾﻦ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري ﺑﺎ اﻟﻬﺎم از ﻣﺪل ذﻫﻨـﯽ اﻧﺴـﺎنﻫـﺎ
ﻃﺮاﺣﯽ ﺷﺪه و ﻣﯽﺗﻮاﻧﺪ ﺑﻪ ﺻﻮرت ﻫﻢ زﻣﺎن ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻋﺎﻣﻞﻫﺎ در ﭼﻨﺪﯾﻦ ﻫﻢﺑﺎﻓﺖ ﻣﻮرد اﺳﺘﻔﺎده ﻗﺮار ﮔﯿﺮد .اﯾـﻦ ﻣﻌﻤـﺎري از
ﺣﺮﮐﺖ ﻣﻌﻨﺎﯾﯽ ﺑﻪ ﻋﻨﻮان ﯾﮏ ﺳﺎز و ﮐﺎر رﻓﻊ ﺗﻀﺎد اﺳﺘﻔﺎده ﻣﯽﮐﻨﺪ .ﺣﺮﮐﺖ ﻣﻌﻨﺎﯾﯽ ﻧﻮﻋﯽ ﺣﺮﮐﺖ در ﺣﺎﻟﺖﻫﺎي ذﻫﻨﯽ اﻓﺮاد ﺑﺎ
ﻫﺪف ﺑﺮﻃﺮف ﮐﺮدن ﺗﻀﺎدﻫﺎي ﻣﻀﺮ ﻣﻮﺟﻮد در ﻣﺪلﻫﺎي ذﻫﻨﯽ اﺳﺖ .ﻫﻤﭽﻨﯿﻦ ﺑﺮاي ارزﯾﺎﺑﯽ اﯾﻦ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري ،ﻣﺎ از ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪاي
از ﺳﻨﺎرﯾﻮﻫﺎي ﭘﯿﭽﯿﺪه اﺳﺘﻔﺎده ﮐﺮدﯾﻢ ﮐﻪ در آنﻫﺎ ﺑﺪون ﻓﺮآﯾﻨﺪ اﺷﺘﺮاك ﮔﺬاري ﻧﻤﯽﺗﻮان ﺑﻪ ﺟﻮاب ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ رﺳﯿﺪ .ﻣﻌﻤﺎري ﻣﺎ
ﻧﺴﺒﺖ ﺑﻪ روشﻫﺎي ﺟﺎﯾﮕﺰﯾﻦ اﺷﺘﺮاك ﮔﺬاري ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮد ﺑﻬﺘﺮي را ﻧﺸﺎن داد .ﻣﺎ اﻋﺘﻘﺎد دارﯾﻢ ﮐﻪ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري اراﺋﻪ ﺷﺪه ﻣﯽﺗﻮاﻧـﺪ
ﻋﺎﻣﻞﻫﺎ را ﺑﺮاي اﯾﺠﺎد رﻓﺘﺎرﻫﺎﯾﯽ ﺳﺎزﮔﺎرﺗﺮ ﺑﯿﻦ ﺧﻮدﺷﺎن ﺗﻮاﻧﻤﻨﺪ ﮐﻨﺪ .ﻫﻤﭽﻨﯿﻦ اﯾﻦ ﻣﻌﻤﺎري ﻣﯽﺗﻮاﻧﺪ ﺑﺮاي ﻣﺤﯿﻂﻫﺎي ﻣﺬاﮐﺮه
ﺑﯿﻦ ﻋﺎﻣﻞﻫﺎ ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ.
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